The fifth report produced by the LAVO from July 2013 through
January 2014

1.0 Introduction
According to the Geneva Declaration on armed violence and development, armed violence
is defined as the intentional use of illegitimate force (actual or threatened) use of arms or
explosives against a person, group, community, or state which undermines people-centered
security and/or sustainable development.
The Liberia Armed Violence Observatory (LAVO) is an institutional function that continues to
gather, analyze and distribute armed violence data in Liberia. The membership of LAVO is
drawn from Government of Liberia Ministries/Agencies, INGOs, Academia and CSOs. Since
LAVO was established in 2011, three reports and one trend analysis report have been
published. LAVO data collection is based in Monrovia, Montserrado County. The analysis of
LAVO data in reference to the three reports published showed that armed violence in
Liberia continues to increase on the number of incidents reported by data providers. The
analysis (past three report launched) clearly showed that Monrovia and Montserrado
County are the highest areas of armed violence perpetration. This could be due to the fact
that Monrovia, the nation capital with a population estimated over 1.5 million and the
Monterrado County is the seat of the capital city. In order to present a holistic picture of
incidents of armed violence in Liberia, LAVO has begun work aimed at decentralizing the
collection of armed violence data in three (Bong, Nimba and Lofa) of the 15 counties. The
collection of data will commence in these counties as soon as the data providers are trained.
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The work of LAVO is in line with the three pillars (Advocacy, Measurability and Program) of
the Geneva Declaration on Armed Violence and Development. LAVO mainly implements the
measurability component by gathering, analyzing and disseminating armed Violence data
since its inception. This fifth report which covers a period of 7 months (July 2013 through
January 2014) also highlights major conferences, programs and activities which were carried
out during the period under review. In previous reports, UNPOL was mentioned as one of
the data providers but is not included in this current report among the data providers
because armed violence data is no longer collected by UNPOL.

1.1 LAVO Launches Trend Analysis Report
On November 13, 2013, LAVO launched a Trend Analysis Report covering two years of
reporting on incidents of armed violence in Liberia. The report was aimed at determining
whether armed violence was increasing, decreasing or static. The launch program, held in
Monrovia, brought together many armed violence stakeholders, including the government
of Liberia, donors and international NGOs, as well as local civil society organizations.
Several representatives participating in the events commended LAVO for the report, while
others advanced proposals for the improvement of the data collection, analysis and
reporting. Police authorities have welcomed the report, stating that it will be helpful to
their effort to prevent crime in the country.

The Commissioner of Police making remark
Wanting to use the LAVO report to
Prevent and reduce armed violence in the prone
Areas of violence.

Partial view of guests during the launched of LAVO’s Trend analysis report
November 13, 2013. The Commissioner, James Flomayan of LiNCSA
Sitting left in yellow shirt.
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The Goal of LAVO
The goal of LAVO is to prevent and reduce Armed Violence in Liberia

Mission of LAVO
LAVO is a platform of multiple stakeholders that positively influence the prevention and
reduction of Armed Violence in Liberia through the collection, analysis, and dissemination of
Armed Violence data

Vision of LAVO
LAVO should be a relevant, legally established and receive support from the national
budget; standard armed violence data provider in Liberia; highly decentralized and
operational observatory throughout Liberia; coordinating information and activities in
Liberia and network with domestic and International stakeholders in relation to armed
violence.

1.2 LAVO Elects Leadership
LAVO has elected new leadership following the expiration of the tenure of the former
leadership which was headed by Hon. E. Ekema Witherspoon of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs as Chairperson. The election was a part of a two-day retreat held on February 4- 5
2014, to review the activities of 2013 and to set the agenda for 2014. Madam

Vivian

Dogbey of the Liberia National Commission on Small Arm (LiNCSA) was elected as chair for
LAVO, while Mr. Philip M. Kollie of the West Africa Network for Peacebuilding (WANEP) was
re-elected as Co-Chair. The new leadership will steer the state of affairs of LAVO for the
next two years, especially the full implementation of the five-year strategic work plan.
LAVO’s outgoing Chairman, Hon. E. Ekema Witherspoon, former Assistant Minister for
Technical Services at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, in a brief remark following a gift of
appreciation, called on members of LAVO Working Group to be devoted and intensified
their work because, according to him, LAVO is highly regarded in international circles. For
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her part, incoming Chairperson, Vivian D. Dogbey thanked her colleagues for the confidence
reposed in her and promised to uphold the goal, objectives and values of LAVO.
The first standing Committees of LAVO
The Four Standing Committees were appointed and installed by the former Chairman of
LAVO, Hon. E. Ekema A. Witherspoon, former Assistant Minister for Technical Services of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs. The four standing committees include: (Legal and Advocacy
Committee headed by Ministry of National Defense, Publicity and Awareness headed by Kofi
Annan Institute for Conflict Transformation, Data Committee headed by Redemption
Hospital, and Ways and Means Committee headed by Liberia National Commission on Small
Arm)
The appointments were made during the retreat held on August 14-16 2013. During that
time, the Operating Guidelines of LAVO was crafted. The Operating Guidelines was
developed to strengthen the structure and operation of LAVO. The functionality of each
operative was highlighted. Division of labor of various structures of LAVO was crafted as
well. The mission, vision and value cores that defined LAVO as an institution were
incorporated in the Operating Guidelines.
The Second Standing Committees
After MS Vivian D. Dogbey of Liberia National Commission on Small Arm was elected as the
Chairmanship of LAVO, she appointed some members of LAVO’s Working Group to steer the
affairs of various Committees. Ministry of Health (MoH) was appointed as chair for the Ways
and Means Committee while WANEP and LNP as members to the committee. Ministry of
National Defense (MoD) was appointed chair for the Legal and advocacy committee while
Ministry of Justice (MoJ) as Co-Chair and LNP as member. Kofi Annan Institute for Conflict
Transformation (KAICT) was appointed chair for the Publicity committee while Ministry of
Internal Affairs (MIA) as Co-chair to the committee. Liberia Institute for Statistics and GeoInformation Services (LISGIS) was appointed as chair for the data committee while Liberia
National Police (LNP) co-chair and Redemption Hospital as member. Action on Armed
Violence (AOAV) was designated to serve on all committees as resource institution.
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Current leaders of LAVO

The Chair, Vivian D. Dogbey (left) and CoChair, Philip M. Kollie (right)

Past and Current leaders of LAVO

Former Chair, Hon. Ekema Witherspoon (left) receiving a gift
from LAVO presented by current Chair, Vivian D. Dogbey (right)

Partial pictorial of the Working Group of LAVO

Working Group of LAVO

1.4 During LAVO retreat on August 14-16 2013

The first Standing Committee heads being
Installed in office by the former Chairman of LAVO

Some Working Group members of LAVO on a
Retreat
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1.5 Assessment to identify data providers
In November and December 2013, the Secretariat, together with a representative from the
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, embarked on an assessment trip geared towards
identifying additional data providers in Nimba, Bong and Lofa Counties. In this light, the
team was able to list the below health centers as possible data providers. The team
identified the total of 8 hospitals from different localities as possible data providers.
Meetings were held with various hospitals’ administrators concerning the essence of
collecting armed violence data from the hospitals.

The Project Coordinator (right) and Data
Analyst (Left) Of LAVO arrived at Tappita Hospital

The representative from the Ministry of Heath at
G.W. Harley Hospital in Sanniquellie, Nimba County

Accordingly, the team identified the below listed Hospitals as

Possible Future Data providers in the leeward Counties in 2013
Bong County
1. Phebe Hospital
2. C. B Dumbar Hospital
Nimba County
1. Tappita Hospital
2. Ganta United Methodist Hospital
3. Saclapea Comprehensive Health Center
4. G.W.H Hospital
Lofa County
Lutheran Hospital
Telewoyan Hospital
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Current Data Provider to LAVO
1. Liberia National Police (LNP)
2. Liberia Early Response Network (LERN)
3. Liberian Media
4. Redemption Hospital
5. Catholic Hospital
6. United Nation Police in Liberia (UNPOL)* not anymore

1.6 International Engagements
The LAVO Secretariat made some travels to Sierra Leone and Switzerland in 2013 to
participate in armed violence prevention and reduction events. The Project Coordinator of
LAVO, Jeremiah S. Collins presented a paper on behalf of LAVO at the Stakeholders
Conference in Freetown, Sierra Leone for the establishment of that Country’s Armed
Violence Observatory. The presentation highlighted the achievements, challenges and
prospects of LAVO to help guide the Sierra Leonean Government Ministries/Agencies and
CSOs in the establishment of their Observatory.
Hon. Martin F. Kerkula, the incubator of the Liberia Armed Violence Observatory (LAVO) and
Project Manager of Action on Armed Violence (AVO) attended an Expert Meeting in Geneva,
Switzerland from June 26-28, 2013 with about 40 participants from all regions of the world
attending. He represented the LAVO and AOAV at the meeting.
Parallel to the two-day meeting was a one-day training session on “Population-Based
Surveys as a tool to measure armed violence: quality vs. value for money” held on June 26,
2013.
The Expert Meeting was aimed at gathering and sharing information and experiences from
key players and experts from around the world who are involved in observatories and
armed violence monitoring systems. The meeting was also geared towards identifying how
to best link collection and analysis of data with policy making and programming, in order to
increase the impact of activities to prevent and reduce armed violence to build peace. Hon.
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Kerkula was one of the two Africans who delivered a presentation during the Expert
meeting. His presentation dwelled on the post conflict Liberia experience in setting up and
operationalizing an armed violence observatory. The other African was Abdulai Adowoa,
from Somalia Land.
The Regional Manager, Chris Lang (Left),
From AOAV, and Platform Guests

The Project Coordinator, Mr. Collins of LAVO
presenting at the conference in Sierra Leone

The panelists conference in Sierra Leone

Cross session of Ministries /Agencies/CSOs
in Sierra Leone

Hon. Martin F. Kerkula, third from far right
Representing AOAV and LAVO at the conference

Hon. Martin F. Kerkula

Project Manager of AOAV at express meeting in
Switzerland presenting

1.0

Panelists at the express meeting

Key findings on incidents of Armed Violence from July 2013-January 2014

A total of 773 armed violence incidents were collected from July 2013 through January
2014. Of that number, LNP report constitutes 84.9% of the total incidents while Hospital
(Redemption and Catholic) reported 8.9% followed by LERN at 6.1%. The below figure 1.1
presents the data providers and percentages of various reports during the period.
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CHART 1.1 PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL ARMED VIOLENCE DATA REPORTED TO LAVO
BY PROVIDERS FROM JULY 2013 THROUGH JANUARY 2014
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Source: Liberia Armed Violence Observatory (LAVO) DATABASE

2.2a Types of Armed Violence
During the period, assault constituted the highest number (489) of armed violence incidents
reported followed by armed robbery (128). There were about 100 incidents reported but
were not recorded as types or the kind of armed violence. However, those incidents
involved the usage of weapons. The armed violence incidents are analyzed in figure 1.2a
below.
Figure 1.2a TOTAL NUMBER OF ARMED VIOLENCE INCIDENTS REPORTED TO LAVO BY TYPE
FROM JULY 2013-JANUARY 2014
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The above figure 1.2a shows that the following armed violence took place “between” July
2013-January 2014. Example of armed violence that took occurred: Assault, Armed robbery,
Homicide and Arson. It also shows the number of armed violence incidents recorded and
gathered during the report period.
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2.2b Types of armed Violence and their percentages
The figure 1.2b illustrates the percentage distribution of the types of armed violence
reported.

PERCENT of Violence

CHART 1.2b PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPE OF VIOLENCE PERPETRATED
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Of the 773 incidents reported, assault amounted to 63.10% which is the highest followed by
armed robberies at 16.52%. This shows that people homes are broken into, assaulted and
injured (figure 1.3a) during the perpetration of violence.

2.2c Types of armed Violence showing trend
CHART 1.2c TREND OF REPORTED ARMED VIOLENCE INCIDENTS, BY MONTH FROM JULY 2013
TO JANUARY 2014
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The figure 1.2c above shows the trends by type of violence reported from July 2013 through
January 2014. Reports of assault increased from July to September 2013 and decreased
from September to December 2013.

2.3a Outcomes of incidents
The below figure 1.3a demonstrates the percentage of armed violence by type. This is
highlighted in figure 1.3a Injury constitutes 66% followed by theft at 20%. Because of this,
people homes were broken into. At the result of breaking into people homes, materials or
properties were stolen and damaged. Others were beaten with arms- either by stick, belt,
rock, knife etc.
The violence that occurred resulted to some outcomes. For example, armed robbery
perpetrated caused injuries.
Figure 1.3a PERCENTAGE OF OUTCOMES OF ARMED VIOLENCE INCIDENTS, BY TYPE
FROM JULY 2013-JANUARY 2014
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2.3b Outcome to incidents
The below figure 1.3b illustrates the trend at which violence increased and decreased over
time. Injury incidents were very high in September 2013 and later decreased in December
2013 followed by theft in October 2013. The proportion of increase in injuries likely comes
from the increase in assaults during the same period, as assaults often lead to injuries. The
Trend Analysis of LAVO from April 2011 through June 2013 showed that injuries, thefts
increased in November 2012 because others wanted to acquire the necessary resources
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that would make them enjoy the Christmas season or help their families out. Conversely,
these armed violence incidents decreased in November 2013 that could be due to the ban
on motorcyclists that led to the low injuries in December 2013 and the early payment of GoL
salaries to workers for Christmas to help cater to their families thereby leading to the
decrease of armed violence in November and December 2013. In light of the foregoing,
LAVO’s report was used by Police to enforce ban on motorcyclists. Motorcyclists also used
the motorbikes to engage into armed violence in the year 2012- 2013.
CHART 1.3b TREND OF PROPORTION OF TOTAL ARMED VIOLENCE OUTCOME BY TYPE
FROM JULY 2013 – JANUARY 2014
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The above figure 1.3b shows that injury may increase due to assault as stipulated in figure
1.2c. In this figure, assault increased while in figure 1.3b injury increased. That is, the more
the increase in assault the more injuries it caused.

2.4a Types of weapons used
As armed violence events, all incidents collected and analyzed by LAVO involve the use of
weapons. Figure 1.4a below shows the various types of weapons used from July 2013
through January 2014. The figure shows that there were 378 incidents with the usage of
bladed weapons followed by blunt object which amount to 287 incidents. Blunt object are:
rock, sticks etc. while bladed weapons include: knife, cutlass, razor blade etc. During the
perpetration of these crimes, some victims received serious injuries, others were robbed
and some killed.
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Figure 1.4a THE TOTAL NUMBERS OF THE TYPE OF WEAPON REPORTED FROM JULY 2013
THROUGH JANUAR 2014

2.4b Type of Weapon Used
Figure 1.4b shows the type of weapon used. For example, bladed weapon with the total
number of 378 incidents constitutes 48.6% of the total number of 777 diversified weapons
used from July 2013 to January 2014 to perpetrate armed violence, while blunt object
amounted to 36.9%. Other weapons used were corrosive, firearm and explosive.
Figure 1.4b PERCENTAGE OF WEAPON USED FROM JULY 2013 THROUGH JANUARY 2014 BY TYPE
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2.4c Types of Weapon Used to perpetrate violence
The figure 1.4c below reported bladed weapon incidents increased from July to September
2013 and decreased from September 2013 to December the same year and by January 2014
it increased. The high used of bladed weapon may have led to the increase of injuries in
September 2013. The data also shows the use of Blunt object reports increased a bit in
October 2013.
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CHART 1.4c THE TREND IN THE TYPE OF WEAPON USED BY MONTH FROM JULY 2013-JANUARY
2014
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2.5a Number of Incidents per County
Figure 1.5a shows that Montserrado County is where the most violence usually occurred.
Of the 773 incidents reported, Montserrado County constitutes 32%, followed by Monrovia,
which amounts to 28%. There were other Incidents of armed violence that were also
reported from other counties during the period, but minimal. This may be due to the low
reporting of incidents, as the major source of data outside of Monrovia is the Liberia
National Police and there is a lower population. The picture of incidents of armed violence
in these counties could change once LAVO begins to receive data from newly targeted data
provider after they are trained.
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Figure 1.5a THE NUMBER OF INCIDENTS PER COUNTY FROM JULY 2013 THROUGH JANUARY 2014
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2.5b Percentage of incidents by County
As shown in figure 1.5a, 247 (32%) incidents were reported in Montserrado County while
216 (28%) incidents were reported from Monrovia. The types of incidents reported were
kidnapping, sexual violence, assaults, armed robberies and others which involved the use of
weapons. The figure 1.5b below reveals that Montserrado County and Monrovia are the
two highest areas of armed violence incidence were reported, from July 2013 through
January 2014. Reason for this could be attributed to high concentration of about half of
country’s population in Monrovia which is Montserrado County. With youths making up
about 65% of the population and high unemployment amongst this sector of population, it
should be understandable while the two areas (Montserrado County and Monrovia) will
always have high incidents of armed violence.
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Figure 1.5b PERCENTAGE OF REPORTED INCIDENTS BY COUNTY, JULY 2013-JANUARY 2014
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2.6a Offenders of Violence by Gender
Figure 1.6a shows that 71.2% of the total violence reported was perpetrated by male, while
female constitutes 15.3% of the 773 incidents reported from July 2013 through January
2014. In Some incidents (13.5%) reported, the gender of the perpetrator was not identified.
Figure 1.6a PERCENTAGE OF ARMED VIOLENCE BY OFENDER GENDER FROM JULY 2013 THROUGH
JANUARY 2014
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2.6b Offenders of Violence by age group
The figure 1.6b reveals that most reported armed violence involves youth offenders
between the ages of 20-29. The age group 20-24 constitutes 20.74% of armed violence
events, followed by those in the age group of 25-29 at 17.91%. Liberia’s youth ages range is
18-35years. This means that 38.66% of all offenders are youths. Again, unemployment, lack
of education and skill training, poverty, lack of political inclusion and having voice in
discussion of things that affect youths, drugs abuse, are things that make youths more
susceptible to violence behavior.
Figure 1.6b PERCENTAGE OF OFFENDERS IN ARMED VIOLENCE EVENTS, BY AGE GROUP FROM JULY
2013-JANUARY 2014
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2.7a Victims of Violence
Males are the most common victims of armed violence, and are mostly identified as
offender of armed violence. Inversely, females have low percentage as victims and
offenders of violence as indicated in Figure 1.7a and 1.6a. At certain age and period, male
youths want prove the masculinity to the world that include their parents, spouses, friends
and society. This can be expressed in many ways, and violence becomes an option in the
absence of meaningful opportunities
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Figure 1.7a PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF VICTIM OF VIOLENCE JULY 2013-JANUARY 2014
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2.7b Victims of Violence by age distribution
Figure 1.7b shows that the age group of those most commonly victimized is 20-29. This
range includes both males and females, but is mostly males. The next common age group
victimized range between ages 30-39. The 30-39 age group is also most often the offender
of armed violence.
CHART 1.7b PERCENTAGE REPORTED VICTIMS OF ARMED VIOLENCE EVENTS, JULY 2013-JANUARY
2014
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2.8a Nationality of victims of violence
Figures 1.8a, Liberians were most commonly the victims (78.71%) of reported armed
violence followed by Guineans (2.71 %). Other nationalities are victimized but at a minimal
percent or rate.
Figure 1.8a PERCENTAGE REPORTED VICTIMS OF ARMED VIOLENCE EVENTS, BY NATIONALITY,
JULY 2013-JANUARY 2014
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2.8b Nationalities of offenders of violence
Liberians were both perpetrators and victims of violence which constitutes (76.69%)
followed by small percentage of Guineans at (1.35 %),
CHART 1.8b PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF OFFENDER OF VIOLENCE BY NATIONALITY JULY 2013JANUARY 2014
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3.0 Conclusion
In the analyses above, Liberia National Police (LNP) reported the highest number of
incidents of armed violence from July 2013 through January 2014. Reportedly, assaults and
armed robberies were the most common types of armed violence during this period. The
types of weapons mostly used during this period were bladed weapons and blunt objects,
while the outcome reported included injuries and materials or properties lost. Monrovia
and Montserrado County were the areas of the highest reports of armed violence. Reported
violence was perpetrated mainly by males, and males were victimized the most as well.
The data providers of LAVO are mostly based in Monrovia and Montserrado County. There
are low incidents from the other counties or areas due to the lack of data providers and low
population of those areas which are underreported.
LAVO has identified data providers from three counties to start with the process of
decentralizing the collection of data. With this, a holistic picture

of armed violence in

Liberia will hopefully be drawn. The process of collection in those counties will start as soon
as the data providers are trained.
Comparatively, the Trend Analysis of LAVO from April 2011 to June 2013 reveals that thefts
and injuries increased in November 2012 because of the lack of resources to cater to other
people’s families during the Christmas month. Therefore, people engaged into armed
violence in November 2012 to acquire resources for December 2012 Christmas month. The
high Population of Monrovia is another factor for the increased of armed violence incidents.
Conversely, the results of armed violence incidents decreased in November 2013 due to the
ban put on commercial motorcyclists.
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LAVO currently collect data on:
1. Types of violence
2. Types of weapon used
3. Nationality of offender and victim
4. Outcome of incident (death, injury, theft etc.)
5. Place of incident
6. Demographics of offender and victim
The reports of LAVO are opened to scrutiny and challenge. You can contact LAVO at

lavo@aoav.org.uk
You can visit Action on Armed Violence website at: http://www.aoav.org.uk/on-the-ground.
The data of LAVO is also uploaded on http://lern.ushahidi.com/simplegroups/groupmap/3.

The Project Coordinator of the Liberia Armed Violence Observatory may be contacted on:
Email: Collinsjeremiah65@yahoo.com or jcollins@aoav.org.uk
Cell# +231 (0)886-831-136 +231 (0)886237363
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